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In July 2012 our train stopped to Nelijarve (Estonia). In fact, 34 young guys
from 7 different countries from all Europe come to Nelijarve for an
international exchange about “Creative reading and writing”.

The language of this exchange was English but the participant team was so
nice because every freetime was an opportunity to learn the language of
each other and this climate was simply fantastic. Mark (Hungary) said “ Now I
can speak a little bit of Lithuanian language and it’s so good for me”; Linda
(Italy) said “ Now I can speak a little bit of Estonian language; each morning
during the exchange said TERE and not Good Morning.
The topic of this projet was reflection and writing articles, reports, the first
page of a journal. During this exchange the participants had also visit the
capital of Estonia, a nice, small city divided in old town and the modern city
where the guys walked and saw a lot of monuments and visited also the
radio RAADIO 4 where three participants Denica (Bulgaria), Justina
(Lithuania) and Mark (Hungary) had been interviewed in the Estonian radio.

Price One Free hug

The young people had spend good time in peaceful place inside the nature
and near to little lake. The days were organized in activities, workshop where
the participants worked in team and they learned to share opinion, to
cooperate for writing an article or the first page of journal, to have the sens
of humor for make interview to the radio or in the local tv about the youth
and social media. In the evening were NEVER SLEEP for two reasons: first, the
sun sleep just one hour for day, second, guys were engaged in different
cultural evening. During the exchange there were a lot of mosquitos bite
each moment but the Friday night when they tested sauna something
change. Giulia (Italy) had just one thing in her mind “ The sauna made me
forgotten each bite of mosquitos”. Moreover, they play at KISS&KILL where
each component receveid one ticket where it was to indicate the place and
who he have to kissing at one other participant. Maria Antonietta (Italy) said
us “ I dead in the old town to Tallinn when one of participant kiss me and kill
me with a method totally unexpectedly.

The last Saturday each team come back in their country but the motto dor
saying Goodbye wasn’t it but just COME IN MY COUNTRY and in this wait
KEEP IN TOUCH and one big hug for saying See you soon and thanks a lot for
each awesome moment share together in this wonderful place!
Maria Antonietta Pia

